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Atlstract
Curriculum is ar a.ea of vital importance in an educational program that bridges the students

and teachers ri acrieving the education goals (Print, 1988; Miller, 1985). The objective of this

siudy rs to depict the academ c English language curriculum/syllabus of Teaching English to
young Learrers (TEYL) subject in STKIP Siliwangi. The present study analyzes the coherence,

cons,stenc\', and relevance of the curriculum objectives, content, learning activities, and

a;sessr,ent',^,r tt the result of needs assessment, institution vision and mission, law, and the

r.3:ure c'the subject matter. Using Tyler's rationale model in analyzing documents, this study

i.io,,ei 30 stucents of six semester in need assessment. The result of this study can be used as

s,:-e ccnsiderations in reconstructing the syllabus so that learning experiences will be relevant

a r: corsistent with the learning objectives stated in the syllabus'

Keywords. C u rric u I um, Syllobus, TEY L, Tyler's Rotionale-Based Model

INTRODUCTION

Cumculum plavs a crucial role in education. It is educational program which states: 1)

e cuc:r.trfl3l purpose of the program (leaming outcomes); 2) the content; 3) teaching procedures

:rC 1::mrng expenences rvhich u-i11 be necessary to achieve this purpose (meansiprocess); 4) some

1-.:ri tor assessing rvhether or not educational ends have been achieved (Richards, 2001). For the

s:ke ri implenenting effective cuniculum, it should be evaluated regularly. Evaluation is the

::J;:>s of collecting data on a programme to determine its value or worth with the aim of deciding
',.i,e:r-er rLr adopt. reject, or revise the programme. In other words, the curriculum has to be

e.,:-":ledto detemtine u'hether all the educational putposes (learning outcomes), the content, the

lrtrJiSS and the assessment have been worthwhile. The information collected from evaluating a

c.:::,:ium tbrms the basis for nraking judgements about how successfully has the programme

::hi:',ed its intended outcomes and the wofih or value of the programme.

Several cumcula have been implemented in higher education levels. One of them is

.\;,--i,:gl;,r K,tolilikasi \-asional Indonesia (KI(NI-based) curriculum. In some institutions, it is the

:,:e i-.'hich has been implemented since 2013. However, there are few researches analysing the

lmFi:-menrarion of KKNI-based curriculum in higher education. This research will fiIl the gap by
:,, alu:ring KK\I-based curriculum used in higher education by using Tyler's Objective-Centered
\frd<1. This model u'ii1 cover four aspects to be analysed: leaming objectives, learning

e\le:,-nces. learmng or-eanization and learning evaluation. This study is expected to give feedback

Itr ih; stakeholder ol the institution about the effective irnplementation of the current curriculum
._-i

-1 \ J r-i.

This studr, is aimed at fulfilling four major goals. Firstly, the study aims at investigating the

c'i.:t:rres of education. Secondl1. this study focuses on types of teaching experience that needed

irr 'Fc pror-ided to achieve educational objectives. Thirdly, this study is trying to see the

ei;gcrivene ss of educational erpenence organizalion. And lastiy, this study is trying to evaluate

ii'herirer or not the educationai ob-lectives have been achieved'

i zots
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This srudy is expected to give contributions for two crucial aspects. Firstly, from the

theoreticai perspective, the result of this sfudy hopefully can enrich the literature related to
cumculum evaluation in higher education. Secondly, from the practical perspective, the results of
this srudy are intended to provide a framework for other researchers who are interested in leam

more about curricuium evaluation. Furthermore, the result of this study is expected to give

information about the implementation of curriculum and raise the awareness of all stakeholders of
the instifution so that they will see it as an important issue to be tackled. Finally, the result of this
study is expected to encorrage teachers, as the vital players of education, to be critical about their
orvn teaching practices and be involved in research about curriculum evaluation in higher
education.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Curriculum evaluation has been defined variously by many scholars. One of them is Oliva
(1988) who defines curriculum evaluation as the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing
usefu1 information for judging decision altematives. The primary decision alternatives to consider
based upon the evaluation results are: to maintain the curriculum as is; to modifi7 the curriculum;
or to eiiminate the curriculum. The other definition is from Gay (1985) who argues that the aim of
curriculum evaluation is to identifo its weaknesses and strengths as well as problems encountered
in implenientation; to improve the curriculum development process; to determine the effectiveness
of the curricuium and the returns on finance allocated. Furthermore, McNeil (1977) also states that
"cumculum evaluation is a4 attenlpt to throw light on two questions: Do planned learning
opportunities. programs, courses and activities as developed and organised actually produce
desired results? How can the curriculum offerings best be improved?" e).I34). Worthen and

Sanders (1987) also define cumculum evaluation as "the formal determination of the quality,
etTectiveness. or value of a programme, product, project, process, objective, or curriculum" (p.22-
23). .\nd Ornstein &Hunkins (1998) define curriculum evaluation as "a process or cluster of
processes that people perform in order to gather data that will enable them to decide whether to
accept. change, or eliminate something- the curriculum in general or an educational textbook in
particular" (p.320).Based on the definitions above, it can be synthesized that curriculum evaluation
is the assessment process of the merit and worth of a progtam of studies which covers the four
aspects of cumculum: purposes, process, content and assessment.

ln evaluating curriculum, purposes of evaluation should be clarified. Posner (19921 states that
most curriculum evaluators claim that the main reason to conduct curriculum evaluation is to provide

information for making oecisions about either individuals or the curriculum. Decisions about individuals
are necessary for six purposes: diagnosis, instructional feedback, placement, promotion, credentialing
and selection. Another purpose of evaluation is informing decision about curriculum. Posner (1992)

explains that there are two types of curriculum evaluation decisions: 1-) decision as to how to improve
the curriculum which requires formative evaluation, and 2) decision as to whether to continue to use

the curriculum, which requires summative evaluation. Evaluation plays a formative role when it occurs

during the ongoing curriculum development process, while evaluation plays a summative role when it
enables administrators to decide whether or not a curriculum is good enough to warrant institutional
su pport.

METHOD
To describe the result of curriculum evaluation, the writer used qualitative research design. lt is

apprcrriate for a study that requires exploration and a detailed understanding of a central
phenomenon (Creswell, 2009). Qualitative research methods are used to examine questions that can
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best oe answered by verbally describing how participants in a study perceive and interpret various
aspect of their environment (Crowl, 1996, p.16). To reach the purposes of this study, multiple data
collection techniques were used. There are three different data collection methods were employed:
docunrent analysis and questionnaire. The first instrument used in this study was document analysis.
Related to this type of data collection, Creswell (2009) explains that during the process of research, a

researcher may collect qualitative documents. These can be public documents {e.g. newspaper, minutes
of meeting, official reports, etc,) or private documents {e.g. personal journals and diaries, letters,
emails, etc.).

ln this qualitative research project, the researcher used questionnaire as the other source of
data collection. This is also in accordance to what Bryman (2008) says that a well-constructed
questronnaire can reduce the bias of interviewer effects and thus increase the consistency and reliability
of the results. The the data will be analyzed using the framework of Tyler's Objective-Centered Model.
The framework can be summarized in the following table:

sTAGES ' ^i,t[t?lt, 
curDrNG euEsnoNs

DATA
SOURCES

INSTRUMENTS

Educational , 1, What are the educahonal

. Objecdves :bjectives of the cuniculum?
I

Cuniculum
Documents

Document
Analysis

2. What leaming expenences need to
2 Content oe provrded in order to achieve the

educational obiectives?

Cuniculum
Documents

Questionnaire

3 N4aterial 3. low to effectively organize the
Orqanizatton I educationalexpenences?

Cuniculum
Documents

Document
Analvsis

4

] Assessment

l

4. 'row can we know whetherthese

, cbjectives have been achieved?

Cuniculum
Documents
Mid Test &
Final Test

Documents

Document
Analysis

Tyleds Objective-Cente.ed Model Framework of Curriculum Analysis (source: Ornstein &Hunskins, 2oo9)

FI NDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Educational Goals and Objectives
Educational goals can be defined as general statements concerning desirable and attainable

program purposes and aims based on perceived language and situation needs (Brown, L995). While
educational objectives are defined as specific statements that describe the particular knowledge,
behavrors and skills that the learner will be expected to know or perform at the end of a course or
program (Brown, 1995). Mager in Brown (1995) suggested three components necessary for the
formu lation of good objectrves:

1. Performance: An objective always says what a learner is expected to be able to do
2. Conditions: An objective always describes the important conditions (if any) under

rl,hich the performance is to occur
3. Criteria: S'herever possible, an objective describes the criterion of acceptable

pertbrmance by descnbing how well the learner must perform in order to be
considered acceptabie

Furthermore, Meger in Brown (1995) describes five elements contained in instructional
objectives: subject (e.g, students, learners, workshop participants), performance (what learners can do),
condition (clarification of what it means to perform whatever is being required of the students),
meas rre (how the performance wil be observed or tested) and criterion (criterion levels within the
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the Rencano Pembelaioron Semester (syllabus) ofobjectives). ln the
Teoching English to

following table, the writer uses

Young Leoners (TEYL) subject.

Materials

lnsod!cion i3 i'e ccurse (Course oblectives

activrlres E'aCir3 system. referenc€ 0ooks,

etc)

- Characlers:cs rf voung language leamers

- Some rnyiils a"a risconceptions about

seconor fote,gn anguage leaming

- Skills should oe iaughi irsi in TEvl

- Theones c'ch ic.e" %n 19 0e!ei3pment

{the theones of 3 a:e: ', r'gcis<v. 3ardner

Chomsky. Le."ebe'E Asrer K'as-en.

Dewey. ltlc.:essct- a.i E.(s:r
- TEYL rn rccnei:r :ir:ei

.E,eryca, ^:'-'-e:-s
f,as:'::* -r:ei':: ::,r:-.;l:. -;
unde'starc na e.a.c a ressc'

. Ieaa. ^; - s:e. -c ! S-4.':.!:-e
pnncpies. ie:rn qles a": j:s

- Teaa rg VJ::b-1a1 311 !'3m-:r ,Scme

onncipies ietrin qles afc :PS

Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamiteoriperkembanganpembe

lajarananakberdasarkanbeberapaahli, sperti, Piaget, Vygotsky,

Gradner, Chomsky. Lennerberg, Asher, Krashen, Dewey,

Montesson and Enkson,

lr'lahasiswadapatmengimplementasikanteonperkembanganpemb
s di lndonesia.

l,.lahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamipenntahdalammengelolak

elas {kegiatanawal. mengecekpemahaman,

dankegiatanpenutup).

l,'lahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamipengajaranmendengarkan

danberbicaraterhadapanak - anak (beberapaprinsip, teknik, dan

tips dalampengajaran).

Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamipengajarankosakatadan
teknik. dan

- Tea,:ll rg Read rg and lvrtir! LS:'re
pnnoples. teann ques ancj tlPSl

- How to make a lesson plan of TE /L

- RemmmendeC activrl es in teaclr ng

lisrening, speakrng, reading and *,'nting in

Englisir ',0 Young Leamers iTeaching
Engiis). tirougr Songs. story{ellrrg. etc.)

Assessn_: vcLrg leane's

nr-.ir :r..

- Reire* a:i o'e ialrcs lean'eC

l,loiig 2ep,sg,311":' 1 n NoiStup d and
'l/a<e a Di{e.erce'

Firal Tesl

Goals are not mentioned in this syllabus, only instructional objectives are found. Furthermore,

oniy jour out out five elements of rnstructional objectives (subject, condition, criterion and measure)

are found in this syllabus. However, perform.rnce (what learners can do) is not formulated specifically in

the objectives. Meger in Brown (1005) explains the verb used to describe the expected behavior must

be as clear and unambiguous as possible. He explains in the following table:

Words open to many interpretations Words open to fewer interpretations

Tc kJ",ow To write

. Mahasrswadiharapkanuntukmemahamiprinsippengajaranbahasa

inggnsterhadapanak - anakdan .

. Mahasiswamembuatperencanaanpembelajaran,

danmenerapkanteknikpengajarandalampengajaran.
. Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamibobotpenilaianmatakuliah

. MahasiswadapatmengetahuidanmemahamikaraKenstikanak-

anak.

. Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamibeberapakonspe yang

salahmengenaipengajaranbahasaasing /bahasakedua.

. Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamikemampuan-

kemampuanapavja yang

harusdiajarkandalampengjaranbahasainggristerhadapanak-

anak.

Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamipengajaranmembacadanm

enulis (prinisip, tekhnik, dan tips dalampengajaran)

. lr,4ahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamibagaimanacaramembuatp

embelajaran,

mengecekpemahamandanmengakhinpembelajaran.

. N,lahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamikegiatan-kegiatan yang

direkekomendasikandalampengajran listening, speaking,

reading, dan writing.
. Mahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamipengajaranbahasainggns

. lry'ahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamibagaimanacaramenilaiana

kanak.

[4ahasiswamengetahuidanmemahamip.insipdanteknikdalampen
gajaran grammar dankosakataterhadapanak - anak.

. lrilahasiswadapatmemahamisemuamateri yang

telahdipelajari&siapUAS.
. Mahasiswamengapresiasi film " l'm Not Stupid" and'Make a

Difference"

ro understand To recite
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To really understand To identify

To fully apprecjate To solve

To grasp the significance of To consfuct
To enjoy To build

To believe To compare
To have faith in To contrast

("Meger's Words to Watch" cited in Brown, 1995, p. gg)

lnstructional objectives must be viewd as flexible, temporary and revisable so that they can be
tailored to different contexts and respond to changes over time in the needs of the students or in the
physical and human resources of the program. Without clear goals and objectives, a course may have no
clear purpose and direction. With clearngaols and objectives, a least a tentative definition exists of what
the course has to offer the students and what it is that teachers are trying to achieve.

Analysis of Content (Materials Development)
Selecting materials is one of the important aspects in designing curriculum. There are several

strategies to develop materials, such as: adopting, developing or adapting the materials. For the
purpose of analysis, RencanaPembelojaran Semester (RPS) which is also known as Lesson plan.Since no
textbooks are perfect for covering the whole materials in TEYL course, so types of technique to select
materials by adapting the materials from many textbooks. According to Brown {1995) the process of
adapting materials involves several steps of finding and evaluating materials plus distinctive features.
The features ate analyzing (matching the educational objectives and deciding which set(s) of materials
to adapt), classifying (listing places in materials where each objective is addressed), filling gaps (from
other materials, created materials, teachers as resources and resource files) and reorganizing
(completing the lists).

The result of analysis shows that the framework for materials development is clear. lt is in line
with the selected approach, syllabus, techniques and exercises. Communicative approach is adopted in
designing the materials, as students must be able to express their intentions that is they must learn the
meanings that are important for them. The type of syllabus used in organizing materials here is topical
syllabus' lt also can be seen from the RPSthat most techniques used from the first until the last meeting
are lecturing and group simulation. Simulations are the most common exercises used in this syllabus.

Analysis of Material Orgonizotion
Materials are defined here as any systematic description of the techniques and exercises to be

used in classroom teaching ((Brown, 1995). For the purpose of analysis, Rencana pembelajaran
Semester (RPS) which is also known as Lesson Plan. There are four categories of language teaching
activities will be analyzed'here: approach, syllabus, technique and exrcises (Brown, 1995). Approach is
defined as way of defining what and how the students need to learn (Brown, 1995). Communicative
approach is adopted in designing the materials, as students must be able to express their intentions in
that they must learn the meanings that are important for them. Syllabus is defined as way of organizing
the course materials. The type of syllabus used in organizing materials here is topical syllabus. Brown
(1995) explains topical syllabus as the one which topics or themes are sequencecl by the likelihood that
students will encounter them. Technique is defined by Brown (1995) as way of presenting the materials
and teaching. lt can be seen from the RPS that most techniques used from the first until the last
meeting are lecturing and group simulation. Exercises are described as ways of practicing what has been
presented (Brown, 1995). Simulations are the most common exercises used in this syllabus.

The choice of approach, syllabus, techniques and exercises are very important in implementing
effective teaching. Based on the analysis, all categories of language teaching activities have been
identified and assumed as suitable for effective language teaching and learning process.
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Analysis ol Assessment/ Testing

Types of testing should be matched with the decision purposes. Brown (1995, p. 1l-8)elaborates

them in the table below:
TYPES OF TESTING

Test Qualities Proficiency Placement Achievement Diagnosis

Deiail of

lnformaiion

Very general General Specific Very specific

Focus General skill

prerequisite to

program entry

Leaming points

drawn from entire

pr0gram

lnstructional

objeclives of course

lnstructional

objectives of course

Purpose of

decision

Compare individual

overall with other

groups/ individuals

Find each student's

appropriate level

Determine amount

of leaming with

regard to program

objectives

lnform students and

teachers of

objectives that still

need work

Types of

Comparison

Comparison with

oher instifutions

Comparisons within

program

Comparison to

course or pr0gram

objectives

Comparison to

course 0r pr0gram

obiectives

When

administered

Before entry or at end

of program

Beginning of

pr0gram

End of murses Beginning or middle

of courses

lnterpretation of

s@re

Spread of scores Spread of score Degree to wtrich

objectives have

been leamed

Degree to whidr

objeclives have been

leamed

Type of test NRT NRT CRT CRT

For the purpose of analysis, the writer uses final paper of Teaching English to Young

Learners course. Here is the summary:
FINAL TEST

Mata Kuliah : TEA€HING ENGLISH TO YOUNG LEARNERS (TEYL)

Jurusan : Pendidikan Bahasa lnggris

Kelas : Karyawan/ Bt/ Bu/ Crossing

Semester :6 (Enam)

Sifat : Closed Book

Dosen :Sri SupiahCahyati, M. Pdl lsryLailaSyathroh, M. Pd/ Uswara, M.Pd

Answer the following guestions and please always check your spelling and

grommar.

1. Write in briefthe theory of Piaget, Vygotsky, Cardner, Chomsky, Lenneberg, Asher,
Krashen and Terrel, Dewey and Montessori

2. What are the differences between younger learners and oldewr learners?

3. According to Mustafa, misconception in teaching approach to young learners can lead to
failure. Please explain it.

4. Mention and explain some myths and misconceptions about secondl foreign language

leaming.
j. Which skill should be taught first in TEYL?

6. How to teach listening, speaking, reading and writing in English to Young Leaners classes?

What activities are recommended?

7. How to teach vocabulary and grammar for them?
8. What do you know about paper-pencil test? Child-friendly assessmentJ What assessment

techniques are appropriate to measure the children progress?

. Mention some everyday instructions in organizing the classroom (pre-activity, whilst-
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activity, checking students' understanding and post-activity).
to. Give your comment on the movies entitled: "l'm not stupid" and "Making Differences".

Relate them to some theories in question no.1.

To ensure that the above testing is correct, a test evaluation checklist (adapted from Brown,

1995, p. 121) is used:
TEST EVALUATION CHECKLIST

No Items Results

Title Final test of Teaching English to Young Leamers

2 Auftor Lecturers

J Test Family Criterion-Reference Test (CRT)

4 Purpose of Decision Achievement Tesl
( Target population Students of 6h Semester

6 Skills tested Comprehension

7 Sumber of subtests 10 (ten)

8 Types of item Essay

Since that this test is aimed at determining amount of learning with regard to program

objectives, so this test is called achievement test. lt is conducted at the end of a course, usually at the

16th meeting. Referencing used in this test is Criterion-Reference Test (CRT) since it measures a

student's performance according to a particular or criterion which has been agreed upon in the

instructional objectives. Students must reach this level of performance to pass the test. A students's

score is therefore interpreted.with reference to the criterion score, rather than to the scores of other

students (Richards, Platt and Weber in Brown, 1995, p. 113).

The final test above has followed the indicators stated in the syllabus. However, the test does

not reflectvariation in terms of skills and also it does not provide scoring sytem guide.

CONCLUSION

The study was focused to evaluate the KKNI-based curriculum used in higer education. Tyle/s
objective-centered model was used to analyze the curriculum, which cover four aspects: educational

goals and objectives, content, material organization and assessment. The result of analysis shows that
the application of the curriculum has been effective in certain aspects, for example in selecting and

organizing learning materials. However, some other aspects need to be improved, especially related to
the defining clear educational goals and objectives, as well as conducting effective assessment/ testing.
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